
MESSAGE: All I Want for Christmas - Contentment December 5, 2021 
TEXT: Psalm 23 and various texts  Pastor Cory Anderson 
 
Introduction:  
 
1. Contentment is achieved by _________________ to be content 

(Philippeans 4:10-13). 
 
 
 
2. Contentment is achieved by having an ______________, rather than a merely 

______________ view of life (1 Timothy 6:6-10; 2 Corinthians 6:3-10). 
 
 
 
3. Contentment is achieved by guarding against the ________________ that 

war against our __________. 
 
 

Danger #1: ___________ and the ______________ of the 
_______________ _______________ (Psalm 73).  
 
 
Danger #2: _________________________ (Exodus 20:17; James 4:1-3). 
 
 
Danger #3: _____________ and the ____________ of _____________ 
(1 Timothy 6:6-10; Luke 3:14; 12:15; Proverbs 30:7-9). 
 
 

4. Contentment is achieved by _________________ the _________________ 
(Psalm 23:1). 

 
 

5. Contentment is achieved by accepting the Shepherd’s 
_________________________ of your life (Psalm 23:2-6). 

 
A. In ___________ he provides rest, refreshment, and guidance  

(vv.2-3).  

 

B.  In _____________________________ he provides his peace, his 
presence & his protection (v.4).  

 
B. In ________________ he provides his shelter and security (vv.5-6).  

 
COMMUNITY GROUP QUESTIONS 

 
1. Would you describe yourself as a content person? How would you rate 

yourself on a scale of 1-10? Why are you this way?  
 
 
2. What do you think about Jeremiah Burroughs definition of Christian 

contentment? Does his definition describe you?  

 “Christian contentment is that sweet, inward, quiet, gracious frame of 
spirit, which freely submits to and delights in God’s wise and fatherly 
disposal in every condition.” Jeremiah Burroughs, The Rare Jewel of 
Christian Contentment, 19.  

 
 
3. Describe a time in your life when you lacked contentment. What was the 

cause of your discontent and how did you find contentment once again? 
 
 
4. Would you describe yourself as more eternally or temporally focused? 

How does a primarily temporal view of life cause a person to lack 
contentment?  

 
 
5. How can David say what he does in Psalm 23:1? Is it possible to for us to 

say, ‘I shall not be in want’? What does the Shepherd do for his sheep to 
help them to be contented (vv.2-6)? 

 
 
6. Read Psalm 73 with contentment in mind. Was Asaph’s soul contented 

(vv.1-16)? What happened to him that changed his discontent to 
contentment (vv.17ff)?  

 


